
Manchester Strip – Business As Usual 

 

Earlier this year pressure group, Not Buying It, exposed sexual contact rife in Manchester’s strip clubs, 
despite venues only being licensed on the strict basis of ‘look don’t touch’. But in Manchester as 

elsewhere, where lap dancers often out number punters, a standard ‘dance’ involves women grinding 
on punters’ crotches and touching themselves and punters intimately. Longer ‘dances’ were 15 minutes 

of masturbation alongside women trying to prostitute themselves. 
 

Read more here: www.notbuyingit.org.uk/ManchesterPIs 

 

 
Manchester City Council has finished its own investigations into our findings, which it has described as 

‘mostly women just sitting on men’s laps’.  
 

Here we explain how all ‘regulatory’ measures it will put in place will be circumvented by an industry 

where sexual contact is the name of the game. 
 

 
  

‘More Training’ / Incidence Logs / Codes of Conduct 

 

 
Hear Cassy’s Testimony: https://youtu.be/JrsoPER9CJQ 

 
 

This is a meaningless tick box exercise. Strip clubs have all who work in them, or visit them, totally 
under their thumb. Plenty of other clubs already operate with copious ‘incident logs’ and ‘training’ – 

exactly the same kind of sexual contact is rife. This is little more than the usual ‘blame the lap dancers’ 

exercise rather than blaming the entire corrupt strip club system. 
 



A ‘Performance Compliance Officer’ 

These are seemingly employed by the club to ‘work closely with Council officers’. And they will be 
responsible for viewing club CCTV. So giving the clubs even more control, not less. 

 
 

 

‘Designated Welfare Areas’  
This appears to be a place in the club where performers can ‘go and speak’ to the Council or a trade 
union about ‘any concerns they may have’. 

 
Hear Gemma’s Testimony: https://youtu.be/3lWqjNQtNpk 

 

 
This shows a shocking lack of understanding of the coercive control at play in the strip trade.  Every 

single woman who leaves the industry and speaks out against will tell you how women are constantly 
threatened and abused in order to never report incidences. But of course, the fact that no one will ever 

use this area will be held up to show how these clubs are now a model of best practice. 
 

Even after 200 breaches were exposed in Sheffield’s strip club, 75 current and former staff wrote in still 
asserting how ’safe’ and ‘professionally run’ the club was. Even during Sheffield City Council’s own 

investigation into these breaches, carried out in confidence with guaranteed anonymity, not a single 

person interviewed said a word against the club. 
 

 
 

Better CCTV, viewed more often 

Because it is impartial, CCTV is in theory one of the only ways to verify what is really going on. But the 

truth is, this too is actually meaningless. Camden Spearmint Rhino has 63 CCTV cameras but sexual 
contact is also standard there. There will always be countless blind spots. These are often pointed out 



to lap dancers. So it doesn’t matter how many cameras you have or how often you view them - you 

aren’t ever going to see what is really going on. 
 

 

 

Third Party ‘Secret Shopper’ 

 

 

More Fails, this time by Sheffield: https://youtu.be/IK4hBUg1PN4  

 
Again, great in theory because of course the only way to know what is really happening is through 

genuine undercover investigation - which is what we did and why we did it.  BUT many clubs are now 
paying their own ‘independent’ inspectors to carry out these checks. (When Spearmint Rhino’s 

‘independent inspectors’ visit, the Vice President of the entire chain even knows exactly when they go 
in!). Is this what is proposed in Manchester? 

 

Even if these ‘independent’ inspectors aren’t paid by the club, it is incredibly hard not to be detected as 
a ’secret shopper'. Most of these clubs only have a handful of regulars. Anyone new stands out like a 

sore thumb especially as everyone now knows they are under close scrutiny. So a ‘clean bill of health’ 
is meaningless. 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 



What about Manchester’s Other 3 Clubs?   

 
The strip club and the sauna: https://youtu.be/eWnc1MQCj6E  

 

Undercover investigators visited only 2 of Manchester’s strip clubs. We are asking why none of these 

‘extra’ regulations are being  applied to Manchester’s 3 other clubs? The Council still does not 

understand that sexual contact is HOW the industry operates. No man is going to go to the other 3 
clubs if he can get women sitting around masturbating themselves and him in 2 of them, is he? The fact 

that a sauna has opened next to one of Manchester’s other clubs surely speaks for itself. 
 

 
 

The bottom line is you CANNOT control this industry, it is a hub for exploitation and abuse of 
women inside and harassment outside. It is intimately linked to brothels, pimping and all forms 

of other organised crime. 
 

 

And the industry has an absolute stranglehold on everyone who works on it, on the truth and, it seems, 
on the Councils that see fit to license it. 
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